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IN order to amuse his young nephew last
summer, the author made a number of
model gliders, which were taken to the

top of a local hill and then launched. The
models were made from balsa wood and
were not powered in any way, except by
gravity.

Several designs showed some promise,
but maintaining level flight with any con-
sistency was a problem. Promising designs
were shelved because after 20 metres they
showed signs of losing stability, preferring
to roll over or stall with the occasional
“crump” of deforming balsa wood.

����������	

As their glides were observed, it seemed

apparent that it must be possible to incor-
porate an automated flight control system,
to give the designs at least a fighting
chance. Following a number of prototypes,
this article describes how to make and
install into a model glider a low cost
microcontrolled stabilisation system that

helps model gliders to fly a little more
straight and level.

Glider flight times have been increased
from an average of five to six seconds to over
15 seconds – the limitation now being that
the author’s local hill is just not big enough!
The real power of Freebird is that the flight
correction algorithm can be modified by re-
programming the PIC16F84A microcon-
troller, which handles the attitude detection
and flight correction, all in real time.

�����������
To encourage budding aeronautical

engineers (young and old) to take up this
mid-summer madness, an overview of air-
craft flight dynamics and some practical
flying information has also been included.
The design has been kept simple, using
low cost and readily available components.
For inexperienced model makers, a glider
can be purchased.

During development, a portable com-
puter was used in conjunction with the

EPE Toolkit Mk3 (Oct/Nov ’01), to provide
full “in-the-field” tuning of the software,
but this is not essential.

���������	��
A full analysis of how aircraft fly is a

complicated subject and cannot be fully
detailed here. Further reading on the sub-
ject of aerodynamics is given at the end of
this article.

In summary, for a fixed wing aircraft to
fly, it must be made to move forward. The
wings are designed to convert part of the
falling motion into a forward motion. As
the wings move forward they produce lift,
which acts against the weight of the glider,
effectively making it “lighter”. The
“lighter” glider in turn requires less for-
ward speed so it settles into stable forward
flight.

The forces acting on a glider in stable
flight are shown in Fig.1. The main forces
are:

� Lift force generated by the wings
(upwards)

� Weight of the glider and control elec-
tronics (downwards)

� Drag or retardation force as the glider
tries to move through the air (back-
wards)

� Propulsive force which for gliders is
supplied by gravity (forwards).

In stable flight, the lift force is just less
than the weight force, (i.e. the model slow-
ly descends) and the thrust force is greater
than the drag force (i.e. the model moves
slowly forward).

The objective of glider designers is to
maximise the distance moved forward by
the glider and minimise the vertical dis-
tance it falls. This is known as the optimal
glide-slope (refer to Fig.2) and Freebird is
aiming to keep the glider within these
operating parameters at all times.

Incidentally, this is also a guide to the
slope of a good hill to launch from, as the
glider should be able to continually “fall”,
yet maintain a constant height from the
ground.

So by the addition of wings, the simple
falling object is turned into a gliding
object. The next problem to solve is how to
control the motion of the aircraft in three-
dimensional space.
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Aircraft travelling in space can move in

the following ways (see Fig.3.):
� Pitch – a rotation about an axis that

passes through the wings – looks like a
raising or lowering of the nose. To cor-
rect alterations in pitch, the elevators
located on the tail surfaces are adjusted
in unison (i.e. both elevators up or both
down).

� Roll – a rotation through the centre line
of the fuselage – looks like one wing
rises, whilst the other falls. To correct
alterations in roll, the ailerons located
on the wings are adjusted in opposition
(i.e. one aileron moves up, whilst the
other moves down).

� Yaw – a rotation about an axis perpen-
dicular to the fuselage. To correct alter-
ations in yaw, the rudder located on the
tail is adjusted.
When in flight, all sorts of forces act

on the aircraft, so that at a given instant
any combination of these motions may
be evident – it really is a wonder that a
hand thrown model glider flies any dis-
tance at all! So, the idea behind Freebird
is to correct these motions before they
become too extreme and result in the air-
craft crashing.

�������������

The design for Freebird was loosely

based upon commercial aircraft autopilot
systems. Auto-pilots allow pilots to relax
by flying the aircraft without any human
intervention and are normally used in the
mid-section of long flights where airspace
is not crowded and there is less need for
the aircrew to laboriously maintain a fixed
heading and level flight.

Any autopilot requires the following
systems to be present:

� An attitude detection system.

correction for this motion is derived from
the measurements taken from the pitch and
roll sensors.

To assist the setting up procedure, light
emitting diodes (l.e.d.s), D1 to D4, are
included in series with the tilt switch, and
are turned on when the respective switch
closes. This corresponds to about 10
degrees of tilt.

Switches S5 to S8 are slide switches
within a 4-way dual-in-line (d.i.l.) module.
They allow different software routines or
modes to be selected, as discussed present-
ly, thereby altering the correction charac-
teristics of Freebird.

The software can be changed without
the removal of the PIC from the unit, by
means of “in-circuit” programming socket,
SK1. Note that this does not correspond to
the pin arrangements used by John Becker
in his numerous EPE projects.

�������

�	�������	

The software assembly listing contains a

full description of the PIC’s program oper-
ation and other details, so just a short sum-
mary is given here. The PIC undertakes the
following tasks:

1. Reads the mode switch and executes the
appropriate software module

2. Detects pitch or roll tilt, by means of the
tilt switches (active low)

3. Determines the appropriate servo(s) to
move and by how much

4. Determines if yaw correction is required
based upon roll and pitch
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� A computational system that detects
attitude alterations and determines the
correction necessary to restore normal
flight.

� A servo system, that can move aircraft
control surfaces as directed by the atti-
tude computer.

Usually, computations are based upon
“generic” information that forms the basis
of an in-flight mathematical model for that
particular type of aircraft. Also, specific
information is added that relates to that
flight i.e. aircraft weight and local weather
conditions.

Freebird does not carry out any mathe-
matical computations, but outputs a pre-
defined value of servo correction from
look-up tables. Commercial detection
systems make use of sophisticated detec-
tors, including detectors sensitive to
acceleration, which results in more
refined control.

Although Freebird does not offer the
sophistication of commercial systems, it
does incorporate all of the elements
detailed above.

�����������������	

The complete circuit diagram for

Freebird is shown in Fig.4. The heart of the
system is the PIC16F84A microcontroller,
running at 20MHz, as set by crystal X1.
Tilt switches sense changes in pitch (S1,
S2) and roll (S3, S4). They are arranged in
the same plane, but offset with each other
at 90 degrees (see Fig.5).

When perfectly level, the switches are
arranged to be off, which gives a degree of
“dead band” and helps to reduce the sensi-
tivity of the detection system. There is no
sensor present to detect yaw and the

THRUST DRAG

WEIGHT

LIFT

L

H HILL

GLIDE SLOPE = TAN            6  TO 10
H
L ~~

Fig.1. Forces acting on a glider in stable flight.

Fig.2. Optimum glide-slope. Objective is to maximise
distance moved forward and minimise the vertical distance it
falls.

Fig.3. Aircraft attitude and surfaces used to control move-
ment. These help stabilise against the forces of pitch, roll
and yaw.
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5. Outputs corrective commands to the roll,
pitch and yaw servos

The main activities are carried out in (1)
to (4) and are arranged to loop endlessly.
The servo output module is called by a
timer interrupt every 18ms and this ensures
that the servos receive their control infor-
mation, irrespective of other activities
going on at the time.

The main loop senses which, if any, of
the tilt switches are active. The combina-
tion of tilt switch closures is used to
enter look-up tables which define the
appropriate degree of servo correction
necessary. These values are placed into
servo position register stores in readiness
for output when the servo interrupt is
executed.

The following modes are available in the
software, and are selected by switches S5
to S8:

Servo Lock, switch S5: When enabled,
all servos are locked in their current posi-
tions. This helps with alignment (say,
checking zero, maximum up or down ele-
vator deflection on the aircraft). It also
allows the initial checking of l.e.d.s to be
carried out in comparative quiet without
the servos moving.

Servo Travel Pitch, switch S6: the travel
of the pitch servo can be increased or
decreased. When enabled, the servo rota-
tion is ±60 degrees. When disabled the
travel in each direction is halved, i.e. about
±30 degrees.

Servo Travel Roll, switch S7: as Pitch
switch S6, but with respect to the roll
servo.

Response, switch S8: when enabled
(slow), the rate of travel of the servo move-
ment is approximately one second from
+60 degrees to 0 degrees. This sluggish
response is better for flying on still, hot

summer days, or with
larger gliders. When
disabled (fast), the
movement is speeded
up to 0·5 seconds.
This setting is useful
in gusty conditions
where the glider must
respond rapidly in
order to maintain
stability.

Any mixture of the
above functions can
be selected.
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Fig.4. Complete circuit diagram for the Freebird Glider Control.

FORWARD

AFT

PITCH
SENSORS

ROLL
SENSORS
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SWITCHES

PIC

Fig.5. Attitude
detection using tilt
switches. Pitch
S1/S2 and roll
S3/S4 are
arranged in the
same plane, but
offset at 90° from
each group

Approx. Cost
Guidance Only ££1155

excl. servos & batts.

����������

Resistors
R1 to R4 470� (4 off)
R5 1k
RM1 1k 8-way

commoned
s.i.l. resistor
module

All except RM1 0·25W 5% carbon film or
better.

Capacitors
C1, C2 15p (or 10p) ceramic (2 off)
C3 10� radial elect. 16V
C4 220n ceramic

Semiconductors
D1, D4 sub-min green l.e.d. (2 off)
D2, D3 sub-min red l.e.d. (2 off)
D5 1N4148 signal diode
IC1 PIC16F84A-20

preprogrammed
microcontroller (see text)

Miscellaneous
M1 to M3 Servo motor (see text)

(3 off)
S1 to S4 Tilt switch (non-mercury

type) (4 off)
S5 to S8 4-way d.i.l. on-off slide

switch module
TB1 2-way pin connector, male,

or 1mm terminal pins
TB2 4-way pin connector, male,

or 1mm terminal pins
X1 20MHz crystal

Printed circuit board, available from
the EPE PCB Service, code 367; battery
pack (see text); connecting wire; solder
etc.

See
SSHHOOPP
TTAALLKK
ppaaggee

S5 S6 S7 S8

Servo Lock Servo Travel Servo Travel Response
Pitch Roll

On enabled full full fast

Off disabled half half slow

IC1
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A supply of between about 5V and 6V is

required to power the PIC and servos.
Power consumption peaks at around
430mA with all three servos in motion, but
normal steady state consumption is around
45mA. To keep costs down, dry cells can
be used although rechargeable cells such as
Nickel Cadmium do help to reduce costs in
the long run.

The most important consideration here
is weight. Use of four AA-size batteries is
acceptable, weighing about 170 grams, and
supplying about 1·5V each (total 6V). The
balance of the glider is important and the
battery pack will play an important part in
the eventual setting up.

������
Model radio control servos are used to

control the aircraft as these are purpose
built, lightweight, available at modest
prices and are designed to be installed into
model aircraft. Radio control servos
require a position instruction every 18ms
and the PIC’s interrupt routine is set to out-
put this information, irrespective of what
other tasks are being executed. The servo
position instruction comprises a 1ms start
pulse followed by a command pulse vary-
ing between zero and 1ms.

The servos are 3-wire units. The positive
lead connects to the power supply positive
line, the earth connects to battery negative,
and the data line to the appropriate PIC
output.

An analysis was not considered neces-
sary with regard to the vulnerability of
each system to the overall stability (and
therefore safety) of the control system as it
would be used in a hobbyist setting and not
for commercial use.

However, an airbrake could be added
should the glider remain airborne for too
long. Readers knowledgeable in PIC
program writing could easily modify the
software to drive another servo to control

it. A timer of up to 14 minutes duration
could be created by counting the 18ms
interrupts by means of a 16-bit counter.

����������
The printed circuit board (p.c.b.) assem-

bly and track layout details are shown in
Fig.6. This board is available from the EPE
PCB Service, code 367. Assemble in your
own preferred order, noting the direction of
the diodes and capacitor C3. Use a socket
for the PIC.

Identify the common lead (it has a spot
alongside) on the s.i.l. resistor module and
position it as shown. Note that p.c.b. holes

have not been provided for the unused
resistors in the module. The unrequired
leads should be folded back to allow the
module to slot into the p.c.b.

Install the tilt switches with plenty of
curvature in the leads – this will make later
adjustments easier.

Make sure the d.i.l. switch is soldered in
correctly (i.e. the switch should be closed
when at the top of the bank, and off at the
bottom).

After you have fully checked the cor-
rectness of your soldering and assembly,
and confirmed that the power supply is cor-
rectly working, insert the preprogrammed

PIC into its socket, ensuring its
correct orientation. If you have
your own PIC programming facili-
ty, such as the EPE Toolkit
MK3/TK3 programmer, the PIC
could be programmed in situ. See
this month’s Shoptalk page for
details of obtaining the software
and preprogrammed PICs.

Note that the programming
pinouts of the TB1 connector do
not correspond to the “standard”
John Becker arrangement.

Do not connect the servos to the
p.c.b. until after the following ini-
tial setting up.

���������
Place the assembled p.c.b. on a

flat table and ensure that switch S5
(Servo Lock) is selected to dis-
abled (i.e. all servos unlocked).
Physically adjust the vertical angle
of the tilt switches until all the
l.e.d.s are just out. Raise the free
end of the bent over tilt switch to
turn it on earlier, lower to turn it off
later.

To check the Pitch setting, raise
the rear of the board by approxi-
mately 10mm until tilt switch S1
and l.e.d. D1 just turn on. Return
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Fig.6. Freebird printed circuit board component layout, wiring details to servo motors and
full-size copper foil underside master pattern.

Completed printed circuit board connected to a single servo motor. Note the four
attitude tilt switches.
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the board to horizontal and then raise its
front by about 10mm, to check switch S2
and l.e.d. D2.

To check the Roll setting, lift the left
edge of the board (i.e. bank to the right)
and check tilt switch S4 until l.e.d. D4 just
lights. Repeat for left banking.

Connect up the yaw servo. Check that
this servo responds to right and left roll.
Then connect up the Pitch and Roll servos
(omit the roll servo if desired – see later).
Mark each servo with labels stating
“Elevator” (pitch, RA2), “Aileron” (roll,
RA3) and “Rudder” (yaw, RA4). Check
that all of the mode slide switches (S5 to
S8) operate correctly.

Freebird is now ready for installation
into a glider.

����������	
����
More experienced model makers may

wish to build their own glider specifically
for the job. For those new to flying “free
flight” model gliders, purchasing a partial-
ly completed model is recommended,
which only requires minor additions for
completion.

For the novice, the subject of model
gliders and how to fly them is quite exten-
sive, but with a little patience, an enquiring
mind and a will to “tinker”, there is no rea-
son why a reasonably good glider, with
adequate flight characteristics cannot be
built. Joining a club will be of great benefit
to the novice.

With the prototype installation, using a
NiCad battery pack and three servos, the
weights were as follows:

Battery pack 150gms

Freebird p.c.b. 30gms

Servos 150gms (total)

Adding a little for linkages, nuts and
bolts, the total payload weight was about
350gms. The servos used for initial tests
were far heavier than necessary and were
later replaced with “micro servos”, reduc-
ing the weight by 80gms.

The glider
requires to not only
lift itself, but also the
payload, plus a little for
luck. It all gets a little com-
plicated now and you are
best advised to ask your local
model hobby store to recommend a
glider. Tell them you need something
suitable for a novice to build, the
payload will be 350gms, with a low wing
loading.

For good stability, look to acquire a glid-
er with a “double dihedral” wing.

Fix the wings to the fuselage using sev-
eral large overlapping rubber bands. This
helps to absorb the shock when landing on
a wing, which is a common event, although
it is reduced as Freebird becomes more
“tuned”.

���������
The model must balance correctly in the

pitch and roll axes. The balance point for
pitch should be one-quarter to one-third of
the width of the wing back from the lead-
ing edge. Position batteries or a dummy
weight to obtain this balance point.

Check that the model balances also in the
roll axis, by supporting each end of the fuse-
lage centre line with pins. Check to see
which direction the glider rolls. Use PVC
tape or some coats of dope (model paint) on
one wing as counterweights to correct as
much as possible, although perfect balance
in this axis is not really possible.

Note that Freebird is not sophisticated
enough to enable a poorly constructed and
set-up glider to fly, but it will extend the
flight of a reasonably well set-up glider.

When selecting a glider, remember to
check that the wings are detachable and
that all the various parts will go through a

car door. Access to the p.c.b. will be neces-
sary to allow different software modules to
be selected via the d.i.l. switch. This nor-
mally will require the wings to be taken
off. If you intend to carry out “in the field”
programming, check that a small hole can
be made in the fuselage for the program-
ming connector.

The first objective should be to obtain a
good understanding of a free flight glider
by making a series of flights with the glid-
er loaded up with equivalent weight of bat-
teries and servos. Learn how to note the
weather conditions, how to check the bal-
ance, and how to launch.

Finally, learn how to note each flight and
the correction(s) (make only one at a time)
necessary to slowly improve the flight
time. Breakages and how to fix them on the
hills will become second nature!

���	��	���
The flight of the glider is corrected by

means of a moving rudder, ailerons and
elevators in exactly the same way that full
size aircraft are controlled, see Fig.7. The
servos connect to the control surfaces by
means of thin “push rods” or Bowden cable
– most good model shops will stock such
items.

The direction of travel of the servos is
important to note, but more on that later.
With the battery installed in the nose of the
glider, the servos are all mounted in the
fuselage, usually somewhere under the
wing so that the glider balances, when held
by the wing tips.

The aileron servo is mounted in the
wing and this can be a little tricky for

those new to model glider con-
struction. The servo linkages
should be arranged to deflect

each aileron in the opposite
direction (i.e. left up,

right down), but they
should both return to

neutral. To ease
this problem,

it is possi-
ble to fly

Freebird using only two servos (elevator
and rudder) although correction of roll is
not as effective.

Each control surface will require a dif-
ferent degree of movement to adjust the
flight of the glider, but a surprisingly small
change can have a significant effect.
Normally, the control surface needs to only
move about 10 degrees above or below the
horizontal to have an effect on flight
attitude.

The surface area of the control and the
speed of flight also have an impact upon
the amount of travel necessary. Make use
of the servo lock mode to view the travel
distances and check the neutral point of
each surface is exactly in the centre of trav-
el. Add small offsets in the lookup tables to
correct minor errors, or adjust the travel at
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(WING MOUNTED)
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Fig.7. General arrangement of
servos within the glider.

Positioning of the circuit board, servos
and battery (nose cone) in the fuse-
lage sections.
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the servo arm. Also, most servo arms can
be removed and repositioned to extend the
range of convenient positions.

�����������	
Note the direction of travel of each servo

and check that the movement will alter the
control surface in the correct direction. If
the direction of travel is incorrect, swap to
the other side of the servo control arm, or
rotate the servo 180 degrees in the aircraft,
or change the linkage to the control sur-
face. Ensure that all of the movements are
correct, before installing the servos, as
making changes after installation in the
glider is difficult and time wasting.

Ensure that some adjustment can be
made to the servo travel (normally done
with a small brass threaded screw connect-
ed to the servo drive disc, again available
from model shops). If a PIC programmer is
available then simply adjust the zero point
in the “look-up” table.

Position the battery unit into the front of
the glider. The glider should balance when
held by the wing one-third of the way from
the leading edge – check this and adjust the
battery pack as necessary. Locate the bat-
tery pack with balsa wood and sponge to
act as a shock absorber.

Connect up push rods or cables to the
control surfaces. Install the p.c.b. (tilt
switch S2 points aft (tail)) in the fuselage,
under the wings and on the floor of the
glider. Check that access to the program-
ming socket is clear. Check that with the
wings level and the fuselage level all l.e.d.s
are off – readjust as necessary. If the servos
are moving all the time, then they can be
locked using slide switch S5.

Locate and bolt the p.c.b. into the glider
and use a hot-melt gun to finally fix the tilt
switches onto the PCB. It may be neces-
sary to hot-glue any connectors, as the
author has sometimes found them discon-
nected after forceful landings.

��
�����

�������	�����
The software is written with simplicity

and the expectation is that it will prompt
experimentation, modification and
improvement.

The core of the software is centred
around the PIC TMR0 timer. This is set to
interrupt the mainline every 13ms thus
ensuring that the servos are serviced with
their control pulses irrespective of the other
things going on. The interrupt code outputs
to each servo a 1ms start pulse followed a
command pulse of between 1ms and 2ms
duration.

When the program is not executing an
interrupt, it is constrained to constantly
execute the mainline loop. The mainline
undertakes three tasks:

l. read mode switches and execute the
appropriate software module

2. read tilt switches

3. calculate required position of all servos
and load the demand variable, in readi-
ness for the interrupt to output it.

Three variables define servo demand:

servop – pitch servo position

servor – roll servo position

servoy – yaw servo position

A servo position is determined by the
value placed in any of the variables above.
Five positions for the pitch servo are given
below. The current servo position is held in
the variable servpc and is used where a
slower rate of movement has been selected.

Servop (decimal) Servo degrees
0 –30
65 –15
125 0
187 +15
250 +30

The rate of travel of the servos can be
adjusted by means of the mode switch. The
demand position is subtracted from the
current position to give an error value and
the servo is instructed to move in the direc-
tion so as to reduce the error to zero.

Freebird can operate a fourth (auxiliary)
servo. This could be used to operate air
brakes, after a period of time for example.
As said earlier, one way to devise a timer
could be to use the 18ms interrupt to incre-
ment a 16-bit counter. This would give
timed periods in excess of 15 minutes.

It is possible for Freebird to detect invert-
ed flight, but correction of this extreme situ-
ation has not been implemented.

New and experimental code can be pro-
grammed into the PIC either at home, or on
the hillside and then tried out. The mode
switches can be reprogrammed for this task
if required.


	����
Take care when selecting the launch site.

Avoid crowded areas and places where the
glider might stray into traffic. Make sure
that access to the site has been approved
and preferably fly with a club. The follow-
ing list of equipment that can be put into a
rucksack may be useful for the indepen-
dent flyer.

Notepad and pen
Small selection of Balsa and glue
Tissue paper, dope, cleaner and brush

(for covering holes in the tissue covering)
Selection of trimming weights (nuts and

bolts)
Spare set of batteries
Pliers, screwdriver
Rubber-bands
PVC Duct Tape
Sunglasses, blanket, sandwiches, flask

of coffee!
Choose a sight with a 180 degree unob-

structed field of view (i.e. no trees, styles
or fences etc) combined with a good slope
of about 30 or 40 per cent. For initial glide
testing, try to find a field with long grass –
this makes a good cushion.

For the first flight, unlock the servos and
set pitch and roll to maximum travel and
response rate to fast. Tilt the glider and
check that each control surface moves in
the correct direction. Recheck the glider
balance, under the wing tips.

Launch the glider into wind whenever
possible. Try to avoid gusty conditions at
first. Do not launch the glider upwards –
this will result in a stall. What the glider
initially requires is airspeed, so launch the
glider horizontally. It will initially drop
quickly until airspeed is gained and then it
will then slow down and settle into stable
flight.

As soon as possible note what the glider
does. If it pitches up and stalls, set a little
more down elevator. Take your time in
between flights – think about what hap-
pened. Trace the flight path with your hand
to reinforce the complexities in your mind
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Flight correction table for Pitch:
Flight Attitude Sensor values corrective elevator

D1 U1 servop value degrees
Level flight 1 1 125 0
10 deg pitch down 1 0 187 10 up elevator
10 deg pitch up 0 1 62 5 down elevator
Inverted flight 0 0 n/a n/a

Flight correction table for Roll:
Flight Attitude Sensor Values Corrective Aileron

L1 R1 servop value degrees
Level flight 1 1 125 0
10° roll left 1 0 187 5 right aileron
10° roll right 0 1 62 –5 left aileron
Inverted flight 0 0 n/a 0 n/a

Flight correction table for Yaw:
Flight Attitude Sensor Values Corrective Rudder

L1 D1 R1 U1 servoy value degrees
level flight 1 1 1 1 125 0 centre
10° roll left, only 0 1 1 1 187 15 right
10° roll right, only 1 1 0 1 62 –15 left
10° roll left, pitch down 0 0 1 1 250 30 right
10° roll right, pitch down 1 0 0 1 0 –30 left
10° roll left, pitch up 0 1 1 0 187 15 right
10° roll right, pitch up 1 1 0 0 12 –15 left
Inverted flight 0 0 0 0 125 0 centre
Error 1 1 0 0 125 0
Error  0 0 1 1 125 0

The attitude sensors are defined as:

Pitch:
U1 forward sensor (senses 10° pitch

up)
D1 aft sensor (senses 10° pitch down)

Roll:
L1 right sensor (senses 10° roll left)
R1 left sensor (senses 10° roll right)

Yaw:
not present (computed response)
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– what needs to be corrected? It can be
several motions combined – try correcting
one motion or problem at a time. Check the
balance every time the glider is prepared
for a launch.

���������	

Note that flying gliders that have pro-

nounced flight duration requires fliers to
give extra consideration to safety. Keep
models to a wing span of less then 90cm.
Avoid flying near roads where car dri-
vers might be distracted or in crowded
parks. If you find a field, gain permis-
sion from the farmer or owner – these
are small considerations and adhering to
them will enable gliders to be enjoyed
by everyone.

Try to join your local model flying club,
where you will find a wealth of experience and
talented people, added to the fact you should
be covered by a club flying insurance policy.
Under no circumstances should Freebird
be used in power models of any sort.

Be aware that bad landings and various
forms of breakages are a natural part of
experimenting with free flying models and
these should be seen as an inevitable part
of investigating flying machines, rather
than a major catastrophe. Patch them up
and get them back into the air.

If you think that seeing your model with
a broken wing on the first flight might
tempt you to jump off the hill in despair,
then this pastime is not for you.

The best of luck to those of you that

might be tempted to build Freebird
and venture out onto the hills this
summer.                                           �

���������
Basic Aeronautics for Modellers,

Alasdair Sutherland, Traplet Publications
ISBN 0 9510589 4 0

Designing Model Aircraft, Peter Miller,
Traplet Publications ISBN 0 9510589 6 7

British Model Flying Association:
www.BMFA.com – all sorts of informa-
tion about clubs etc.

Radio Controlled Soaring: www.
Rcsoaring.com – gliders, gear, events.

Traplet Publications: www.Traplet.com
– Quiet Flight gliding and electric flight
magazines, designing and building aircraft.
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Using a spirit level to check fuselage “balance”. Using several coats of dope (model paint) to counter-
balance wings.

SQUIRES MODEL & CRAFT TOOLS
ANTEX SOLDERING STATIONS

ANTEX 660TC                               ANTEX 690SD
*  Temperature control range 65 - 450°C` *   Temperature control range 65 - 450°C
*  Thumb wheel potentiometer control *   Digital readout temperature control 
*  50 Watt Iron Included (25W Optional Extra) *   50 Watt static dissapative iron included
*  Wide range of spare bits (0.5mm - 6.0mm *   Wide range of spare bits (0.5mm - 6.0mm)

Normal Price £114.95 - Now £89.95 Normal Price £169.95 - Now £129.95
Post Free to UK addresses. Post Free to UK addresses.

Post, Telephone or Fax your orders to:-
Squires, 100 London Road, Bognor Regis, West Sussex, PO21 1DD

Tel 01243 842424 Fax 01243 842525

OUR 600 PAGE POST FREE MAIL ORDER CATALOGUE IS AVAILABLE FREE OF CHARGE TO 
ADDRESS IN THE UK - OVERSEAS CATALOGUE FREE, POSTAGE CHARGED AT COST TO CREDIT 

CARD 
Shop Open 9 - 5.30 Monday - Friday, 9- 5 Saturday
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